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II Abstract
In order to narrow the transmit spectrum of a waveform carrying binary information at a
raw transndt rate of 1 megabit per second to the extent necessary to meet the spectral
mask requirements of FCC 15.247 a number of partial response techniques are possible. In
this paper a specific comparison of two of thes. techniques is provided. In our previous
subndssion, Document IEEE PB02.11-93/32 we attempted to illustrate the differences and
sindlarities between various modulation options when viewed in the frequency domain. In
this subndssion we provide information regarding the time domain. The two techniques
exandned are .39 GMSK and 2REC. The purpose of thia comparison is to draw attention to
the difference in the waveforms that will appear at the output of the demodulator in the
absence of channel impairments and noise. It is hoped that this comparison will help those
evaluating modulation methods to begin developing a heuristic feeling for the impact of
various decisions on receiver complexity, cost, post-detection processing options, clock
recovery and ability to operate in the presence of channel impairments and noise.

Em Baseband Waveform Generation
The premodulation filter in a GMSK system distorts the basic transndt waveform in such a
way as to stretch a pulse of unit duration into a longer pulse. The function defined in
the following cell represents the baseband wave shape that is used in a GMSK system to
represent a unit pulse. This function is general in that it takes two parameters defining
the relationship between the bit period and the bandwidth of the premodulation filter.
In{1B}:=

makeqauaaiaup[bt_,bitperiod_]:=(kg=N[Sqrt[2!Log[2]] Pi]:
~ilt.rb==bt:

width=-l (Ceilinq[1/(2 btl]):
duration=(-2 width)+l:
p[t_]:g(Er~[-l' kq ~ilte~ (t-bitperiod/2»)+
Er~[kq ~ilterb (t+bitperiod/2»))/(bitperiod 4»
In{19}:~
mak.gauaaiaup[.3~,1]
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In(20):=

Plot[p[t],(t,-2,2}]
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Out(20)=

-GraphicsA set of information streams that is intended to provide a set of information patterns
that illustrates each possible bit pattern of length 3 is used to genenerate a set of
baseband waveforms that illustrate the pattern dependent intersymbol interference that
will exist in the baseband waveform. The information streams used for this are defined in
the following cell.
Infoatraama=«-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1},(-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1},(-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1) ,

(-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1},(-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1),(-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1),
(-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1),(-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1);
Out(21)i!}~'{:l~ :l~ i~'1;lL1;lL1;1111!-1,

-d;lt-l~'-i~'1;11, 11 , -!1,

-!l)) {-l,

-1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -11, {-1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1,
-1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -11, (-1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1,

Having established these information streams a plot is made of each of the streams. The
vertical lines represent the center of the bit period. The cell that follows illustrates
the GMSK case using the pet] function defined above.
In(22):_

Do[tamp[n]=Plot[Apply[Plua,(p[t-6],p[t-5],p[t-4],p[t-3],p[t-2],p[t-1],p[t]}
Infoatreama[[n]]],
{t,O,6},PlotRanq.->(.S,-.S},GridLin •• ->«O,1,2,3,4,S,6},Non.},Ax •• ->(Fala.,Tru.}
,Axe80riqin->(O,O)],
(n,l,Lanqth[Infoatr.ama])]

The following diagram is intended to simulate the eye pattern characteristic of this
modulation choice.
In(25):=

Show[tamp[1],temp[2],temp[3],temp[4],temp[S],temp[6],temp[7]]
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Having examdned the wavefo~ that result from a choice of GMSK, the p[t] function is
redefined to the square waveform, that is utilized in the 2REC modulation method defined
earlier. This pulseshape is then ,run under the sarna conditions .a above to illustrate the
waveform that would appear at the output of the demodulator.
In[26):c
Cl.ar[p] ;

p[t_]:=O/:t<-O:
p[t_):=.2S/:o<t<=2;
pet ]:=O/;t>2;
In[30):-

Plot[p[t],(t,-l,C)]
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Out[30)~

-GraphicsIn[3f):-

Do[temp[n]-Plot[Apply[Plua,(p[t-6],p[t-S),p[t-C),p[t-3),p[t-2],p[t-l),p[t))
Infoatr.ama[[n]]],
(t,1,7),PlotRang.->(.5,-.5),GridLin.a->«O,1,2,3,4,5,6),Non.),Ax.a->{rala.,
~:u.),Ax.aOriqin->{O,O)],

(n,l,Length[Infoatr.ama])]
In this case the simulated eye diagram that would result appears in the following diagram.
In[36):c

Show[temp[1],temp[2],t.mp[3),t.mp[C],temp[5],temp[6),temp[7],GridLinea->(ra
l •• ,ralae)]
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rm Conclusion
The plots that appear above demonstrate the differences between GMSK and 2REC modulation
as they will likely appear at the output of a demodulator. The GMSK waveform exhibits
smooth rise and fall characteristics and amplitude variations that are data pattern
dependent. The edges of the 2REC waveform are sharp and exhibit a trilevel amplitude
characteristic. This time domain picture is consistent with the frequency domain
observation that shows a wider main lobe in the case of the GMSK waveform and somewhat
higher sidelobes in the 2REC waveform.
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